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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 354 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.8in.The Well Kept Secret is the story of Haley
Stuart. While she and her hilarious twin brother Nelson are vacationing in England, Haley becomes
fascinated by a mysterious protrusion at the bottom of an ancient well. Overcome with an
unexplainable feeling of nostalgia and belonging, and before Nelson can react, through time and
space Haley swan dives down the well and into a compelling adventure that puts into play an
enormous medieval treasure, a dangerous stalker, the possibility of her first romance, and what
may be a prophecy of unspeakable importance. The ancient book she finds at the bottom of the
well begins to reveal to Haley and Nelson, as the one sleepless night of this novel grows long, some
very curious and hauntingly familiar characters. And as their mysterious godfather, Professor
Flanagan OShea, continues to translate the book for them throughout the night, it begins to appear
that he may hold some enormously influential position in the United States government. The
interplay between the twins and their new medieval friends from a thousand years in the past begin
to...
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Thorough guide! Its this kind of excellent go through. It normally will not price an excessive amount of. You may like just how the blogger compose this
ebook.
-- Mr s. Linnea  McK enz ie-- Mr s. Linnea  McK enz ie

Merely no phrases to describe. It really is rally intriguing throgh reading time. I am happy to tell you that this is basically the greatest book i have go
through in my own lifestyle and might be he greatest book for ever.
-- K a ttie Wunsch-- K a ttie Wunsch
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